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The People and the Tasks in Constructing
Social Problems

I'm eating my breakfast and watching the "Today Show. " Katie Couric introduces
a guest as an anthropologist who is an expert on the behavior of co-sleeping. Co
sleeping means that children sleep in the same bed as their parents. He said his
research proved suchchildren grow to bemorewell-adjusted ingeneral thanchildren
whoare banished from their parents' bedroom. Co-sleeping is good for the architec
ture of dreams, he says. Katie introduces another guest, an experton family rela
tionships who says the anthropologist is wrong: Her research proves that children
who co-sleep are too dependent on their parents; they never become independent;
they never learn to be self-comforting. Besides, shesays, co-sleeping is bad for the
parents' relationship. The two expertsstart to argue, but Katie stopsthem: It's time
for a commercial.

We begin our tour through the world of constructing social problems by
defining the key terms of claims (the basic tools of the social problems
game), claims-making (the moves of the game), claims-makers (people who
make claims), audiences (people who hear/see claims and evaluate them),
and claims competitions (the obstacles to convincing audiences that a social
problem is at hand).
CLAIMS AND CLAIMS-MAKING

Constructing a successful social problem requires that audiences be con
vinced that a condition exists, that this condition is troublesome and wide
spread, that it can be changed, and that it should be changed. We can't
assume that the personal experiences of audience members will lead them
to this definition because our world is too big. True, we can know if some
thing affects us, but because a social problem is widespread, our own
experiences aren't enough. As used in social construction perspectives, a
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claim is an y ve rbal, visual, or behavioral sta temen t that tries to con vinc e
seriously.1

audiences to take a condition
Let's start with verb al claims. Wh en I stand in front of m y Social Prob
lems class and say to my students, "Alm ost half of all households with a
singl e mother ha ve incomes lower than the poverty level ," I'm doing
social problem s work by making a claim. When I give a lecture about "wife
abu se" to the local Kiwanis Club, what I sa y are claims about wif e abuse.
If you write a lett er to the edito r of you r local newspaper about the prob
lems in yo u r local school district, yo u're doing social problems work and
the contents of you r letter are clai ms. Lawyers arguing their cases in court
are making claims; so, too, are politicians who try to con vince u s that their
plans and policies will solve social problems. These all are verb al claims,
they are claims cons truc ting mean ings through words.
If you read your ju nk mail (I'm not su gg esting that you do) what you 'll
often find ar e claims abou t social problems. Yesterday the local post office
delivered with m y mail a bright yellow card with bold type: DO NOT
ALLOW YOUR CHILDREN TO PLAY AROUND THE MAILBOX.
THIS IS DANGEROUS. This is a claim about the safety of children when
the mail carrier drive s by. You can understand the nightly news as a se ries
of ve rba l claims; ve rba l clai ms abo u t all so rts of social problems are the
regul ar fare of television talk show hosts (such as Jennie Jones) , radio call
in shows (such as Ho w ard Stem), and music (particularly rap music). Ver
bal claims are found on flyers di stributed hou se to house as well as tho se
tacked to the bulletin board at you r local laundromat ; the y come in the
form of ma ilings to voters from elected officials; the y come over th e phone.
Verbal claims are found in textbooks and new spapers. They are all around
us; they are a p art of our d aily lives.
Claims also are mad e through visual images. Remember that cla im s ar e
tho se things tha t seek to persuade-and pictures can persuade. Indeed , in
the soc ial problems gam e, a picture can be worth a thousand words: A pic
ture of a badly beat en child is an effective claim about "child abuse, " a pic
ture of a d ead or oil-d renche d bird is an effective claim abou t "e nvi ron
mental ruin." Suc h claims cons truct socia l problems through visua l
images. Becau se typificat ion s of soci al problems ar e "p ictu res in our
head s," claims using visua l images put these pictures directly into our
head s. Whil e these vis ua l images are more difficult to analyze th an verb al
claim s, suc h images are increasingly important because they ar e the pri
mar y content of television. Ame ricans, it seems , aren't particularl y inter
ested in progr am s featuring onl y talk (except, of course, tele vision talk
shows w he re the con tent of the tal k is bizarre). " Footag e," accompanying
visua l images for the talk, often is required to obtain audience interest.
There also are behavioral claim s, w he re the social problems wo rk
involves doillg so me thing rather tha n saying some thing or creating a vis ual
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picture of somethin g. These claims sometimes typify a social problem con
dition (Viet Nam war protesters carrying coffins in a protest march), but
often such behavioral claims rather seek to disrupt social life in order to
convince audiences to listen to verbal claims, to see visual claims.
In this category of behavioral claims are clear examples from the civil
rights mo vement of the 1950s and 1960s. During this era, Black Arnericans
sa t in the front of buses although they were permitted only to sit in the
back; there were "sit-ins" at segregated cafeterias. Behavioral claims for
other social problems include the activities of feminists disrupting the
Miss America beauty pageant some years ago, and the activities of people
who chain themselves to trees in order to make claims about the impor
tanc e of preserving a forest. Behavioral claims include hunger strikes,
lab or strikes, and protest marches; they include the young man who, in
1989, stood in Tiananmen Square in China defying a military tank to run
over him (which also was a powerful visual image), and people in the anti
fur movement in Europe who dump red paint or ketchup on mink coats
worn by wealthy women. Behavioral claims include the dramatic and
irre verent behaviors of people in ACT-UP (Aids Coalition to Unleash
Power) who stage "die-ins" and carnival-like perforrnances.?
Regardless of whether claims are verbal, visual, or behavioral, they are
the social problems work of claims-makers who want to convince audi
ences how to think about social problems and how to feel about these prob
lems.I Some claims focus on constructing the logical (reasonable, rational)
reasons why audiences should define a particular condition as trouble
some. These claims might be in the form of statistics showing how the con
dition is widespread; they might be in the form of scientific studies show
ing the kinds and quantities of harm created by the condition. But claims
appealing to logic often aren't enough, because social problems are evalu
ated as morally troublesome conditions and we feel about morality every
bit as much as we think about it. Claims encouraging audiences t~ feel in
particular ways (anger about the condition; concern, sympathy, sadness
about victims) are critical. My point: Regardless of the form of claim,
claims seek to persuade audiences to think and to feel in particular ways.'
Before we leave this topic of claims, I want to call your attention to
something that's very important. So far, I've been talking about claims and
I've ar gued that the goal of claims-making is to construct claims that audi
ence members believe. An alert reader might well wonder: What about the
truth? Notice that the term "claims" conveys no meaning about their truth.
With in this terminology, claims include statements such as "The holocaust
didn't happen," "People die from AIDS," "Our politicians are controlled
by alien beings," and "Many schools are too crowded." This is disturbing
becau se some of these claims are obviously true and some obviously false.
But soci al construction perspectives don't lead us to focus on the truth
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because, simp ly stated, interest is in which claims ar e believed (and which
aren't). So, while I don't like th e fact that it's this way it remains that the
truth doesn't matter in the social problems game. What matters is what
audiences believe is tru e. I'll leave it to those studying social problems as
objective conditions to tell you what is and what isn't true in the objective
w orld, and I'll onl y sa y that while matters of truth certainly matter in
many ways, they do not matter in the social problems game. All that mat
ters is whether or not aud iences evaluate the claims as true.
Now let' s look at th e players in the social problem s game. We'll start
with claims-makers: Who makes claims and w hy do they do this?

CLAIMS-MAKERS

If we start most broadly, you and I and all of us are social problems claims
makers. After all, because a claim includes any statemen t th at tries to
persuade, we 're making claims every tim e we state our opinion on any
social problem condition or person in it. Of course, we think of thi s merely
as talk ; we don't think of ourselves as making claims. But if you start to
really listen to the talk around you, you 'll notice that social problems
claims satu rate d aily life. We use words for social problems cond itions
(words such as crime, poverty, child abuse) and people in those cond itions
(words such as criminal, victim, welfare mother, abused child) without
even thinking about it. Although we usually don't think of ourselves as
claims-makers wh en we engage in thi s talk, we each are claims-makers in
our daily lives.
Som et imes in our dail y live s we set out exp licitly to make claims. If you
have talk ed on a rad io call-in show or written a letter to the editor of a local
newspaper, you've been a claims-maker. If you 've signed a petition
(impeach the city council, sa ve the whales), your signature is a vo ice (even
if very small) con structing a socia l problem. We can become more explicit
claims-makers when we go out on strike and carry sign s that say UNFAIR
LABOR PRACTICES or when we wear T-shirts (or have bumper stickers
on our cars) that carry messages ("Ban Guns : Make the Streets Safe for a
Govern ment Tak eover").
Even more ob viously, we become claims-makers when we se nd our
money to support social change groups. Th ese are groups of p eople who
organize themselves in order to convince others that a harmful condition
is at hand and that someth ing must be done. Many churches and syna
gogues are social change organizations with active ag endas. There also are
social change groups su ch as Sav e Our Schools, National Organization for
Women, Students Against Drunk Driving, National Association for the
Ad vancement of Colored People, and the National Rifle Association.
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When we give our money to such groups we personally remain silent
(make no claims) but our money pays others to make claims for us.
Finally, as practical actors, we become the most explicit social problems
claims-makers w hen we become active in these social change groups. If you
stand on a street comer asking passersby to sign a petition for NORML
(National Organization for Reform of Marijuana Laws), or do fund-raising
for GLARP (Gay and Lesbian Association of Retiring Persons), or CURE
(Christi ans United for Reformation), this is the most obvious claims-mak
ing for Americans in general. In such social change groups, the small voices
of isolated individuals become magnified and therefore more powerful.
I want to em phasize how claims-making is done in daily life and that
when ind ivid uals band together into social change groups the claims can
become success fu l because of the sheer loudness of collective voice and
acti vity. It's important, then, that we understand terms such as the
woman's movement, the civil rights movement, or the disability rights
mo vement to be about the claims-making activities of people. Often these
ar e regular p eople who do claims-making after they finish their regular
jobs. A large part of what such groups have accomplished (for the good
and for the bad) are consequences of claims-making activities of many
people who work together.s
People who work actively in social change organizations therefore are
one of the most important categories of claims-makers. In tum, social
ch ange groups are one part of a larger category called the social problems
industry.

TI,e Social Problems Industry

.

I think that the social problems industry in the United States probably
employs more people and is more economically important than the auto
mobile and airline industries put together. Think about the money associ
at ed with social problems; think about the number of people whose work
invol ves doing som ething about social problems; think about what would
happen if all social problems magically disappeared.
Firs t, there are social problems claims-makers working in government
at all levels (local, state, regional, national, international). These obviously
include politicians. Indeed, watch what happens during the next election. I
predict there will be increased talk about social problems of many kinds.
Wh y? Because "political campaigning" is another way of saying "claims
mak ing activities." What politicians do is construct social problems (here is
what our trouble is) and solutions to social problems (here is what I will
do if elected ).
In the realm of government and politics there also are political lobbyists
who jus t as clearly do the social problems work of making claims. These
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persons are paid by others (social change groups, segments of the econ
omy such as health, real estate, cigarette manufacturers) to make claim s
about social probl ems to politicians in order to influence social policy. At
times, these folks make claims to creat e social problems. So, for example,
a lobbyist for the AARP (American Association for Retired People) might
lobby (make claims to) congressional members that there is a social prob 
lem of elde rly people not being able to afford increases in their medical
insurance premiums. At other tim es these lobbyists might make claims
that a social problem do esn't exist: A lobbyist for the cigarette industry
might try to con vince officials that there is not a problem of that industry
targetin g young child ren for their ad verti sements. Political lobb yists cer
tainly are claim s-makers. It's their job, they're paid to do it.
The social problems industr y also includes many people who work for
television or radi o stations, those who write plays or music with social
problems themes, and people who write about social problems for news
papers and ma gazines. At times, these people can be called seconda ry
claims-makers: What they often do is translate and package for their audi
ences claims made by oth ers (politicians, social change activists, academic
researchers). At othe r times, people in the se jobs are primary claims-mak
ers: They construct social problems themselves."
Indeed , we have to include in the social problems industry man y of the
people whose job it is to entertain the American public. Jenny Jones
would n' t have a job without social problems; social problem s are often the
topic of made-for-television movies. The proliferation of sh ow s such as
"20/ 20," "60 Minutes," "America's Most Wanted ," or "Nightline" is an
indication of the American public's zea l to be entertained by socia l prob
lems . If social problems went aw ay, shocks would be felt throughout the
entertainment industry.
The social problems industr y also includes organizational sponsors for
social problems. These are organiza tions initiating considerable claims
making themselves and they also can lend their name, money, and orga 
nizational skills to claims-making activities started by others. In this cate
gory we would include common spo nsors of social problems such as the
AMA (American Medical Association), NASW (Nat ional Association of
Social Work ers), AAUP (American Association of Un iversity Professors),
PHA (Public Health Association), NOW (National Organization for
Women), NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People), Christian Coalition, and NRA (National Rifle Association). When
you hear social problems claims, you'll often hear about su ch organiza
tional sponsors.
Then there are the places that are a part of the troubled-persons industry.
"Troubled persons" are people involved in social problems conditions;
they are what social policy analysts call the target populations for policies to
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do some thing to resol ve social problems. This troubled-persons industry
includes all those places designed to help victims of social problems or to
rehabilitate or punish offenders. In the United States today, this includes
everything from prisons and jails to shelters for battered women, from ps y
chiatric hospitals to programs for children at risk, from midnight basket
ball to program s of Methadone treatment, to programs for teenage moth
ers. Most clearly, these places (and the categories of people working in
them) don't sh are many characteristics. But what they do share is that each
is in business because a particular type of person (be they victims or vil
lains) has been constructed as troubled and in need of some type of social
serv ice. Many differences, to be sure, but what workers in all of these places
have in common is that their jobs depend on continued success of the social
problem. We'll return to the work of these places in Chapter 7.
In this social problems industry we also must include people whose job
it is to educate others about social problems. Teachers (especially those
who teach courses in social problems), researchers who supply evidence
for social problems claims, and authors of books on social problem topics
(includ ing me) most certainly are in the social problems industry?
The social problems industry also includes places and people who
make products that are sold to consumers. I saw a sign on a telephone pole
on my way to work one morning: "Buy two home security systems, get the
third free, only $199 each and $19.95 a month monitoring charge." I won
der how much money is legally made from worry about the social prob
lem of crime. Or, what about the companies that make Methadone? If
heroin went off the list of social problems (if it were legalized), then corns
panies producing Methadone would be out of business. What about the
companies selling home kits for parents to test their children for drug use?
If we didn't worry about the problem of children using drugs we wouldn't
need this product. Or, what about companies selling fingerprinting serv 
ices so that anxious parents can have a record in case their child is
abd ucted? That company exists only because of worry about missing chil
dren. Likewise, there is a segment of the employed population that
depends on the continued existence of government programs attempting
to resol ve the social problem of po verty: Physicians make money from
Medic aid, grocers from food stamps, apartment owners from housing sub
sid ies, and so on.
When looked at this way, the social problems industry is huge, and it
can be very profitable for people who make money because audiences
believe one or another condition is a social problem. But you might have
had trouble w ith my listing of people in the social problems industry. I set
this up saying that social problems are profitable. Certainly, you might
argue, concern about social problems isn't only because they're profitable.
Isn't there more to social problems than money? It would be hard to
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believe that workers are drawn to working in rape crisis centers (or many
other such places) by the minimum wages they are paid; teachers in inner
city schools aren't profiting from poverty. And, you might rightfully ask,
what about all those regular people who don't get paid a penny yet who
volunteer their services and work diligently on behalf of others? What
about the people in the civil rights movement who died trying to achieve
equality for Black Americans? These are good observations so we'll go to
our next question about social problems claims-makers : Why do the se peo
ple take time and energy to do social problems work?

Motives and Claims-Makers
First, we might becom e active in the social problems game because of
our subjective values, the moral beliefs we personally hold. Because "social
problems" is a name we use to note that something is wrong, our beliefs
that a condition is wrong and in need of change might well lead us to want
to do som ething. Certainly Mother Teresa dedicated her life to helping
others and there are countless others like her who self-sacrifice in order to
do something about social problems. People do this because they believe
that others in troublesome conditions must be helped. The extent to which
people define a condition as morally offensive is the exten t to which we
might expect them to d o the work requ ired to change the condition.
At times, the subjective values of claims-makers are the result of their
personal experiences. The social change group called MADD (Mothers
Against Drunk Drivers) was started by a woman (Candy Lightner) whose
own child was killed by a drunk driver. John Walsh (now the host of
"America's Most Wanted") originally became a social problems claims
mak er for the problem of "missing child ren" when his son , Adam, was
abducted by a stranger and brutally murdered. Christopher Reeve , the for
mer Sup erman of movie fame, has become a primary spokesperson for
Americans with disabilities because he himself now is paralyzed.' Like
wise, I read about a woman in my town who has quit her job in order to
do full-time claim s-making about the social problem of "shaken bab ies" (a
typ e of child abuse where bab ies are shaken so hard that their brains
become dislodged) . She's doing this work in the memory of her own
granddaughter, who died from this . When su ch personal tragedy leads to
claims-making, we can understand the depth of concern claims-makers
can feel about the need to do something about the condition.
Second , we might become claims-makers because of our personal objec
tive interests. "Objective" means real and tangible, "interests" means what
benefits us personally. The social problems game is about winning and los
ing and more is won or lost than simply making the world more compati
ble with our personal values. The concept of objective interests draws our
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attention to the very real world and what can be won or lost in this world.
Most obviously, there are people working in the social problems industry
who might lose their jobs if a social problem failed. In this case, their objec
tive interests can be measured in terms of dollars and cents.
Objecti ve interests include more than the obvious money that can be
made because of social problems. For example, good health is important
to each of us, so I could argue we each have an objective interest in things
leading to good health (such as a clean natural environment and good
health care). Or, if I commute to work each day you could say I have an
objective interest in those things that might make my commute faster (the
problems of too-low speed limits, potholes, or too-erowded roads). Or, if
I'm the mother of a small child you could say that I have an interest in safe
streets (to protect my child) and in good schools (to educate my child) .
When we say that people make claims because of their objective interests
it's important to recognize that we each have multiple forms of such inter
ests-the kinds of things that will make life better for us or for our loved
ones.
Third, we can become involved in the social problems game for reasons
having little or nothing to do with our values or our interests. Claims-mak
ing, at times, can be fun; it can offer people a community; it can be a way to
show others that we are caring people. College sororities and fraternities,
for example, often choose a cause to support and hold dances, raffles, car
washes, and so on to earn money for that cause. In these cases, individu
als might be working toward doing something about a social problem but
they might be doing it because it's fun, or because that's what their friends
are doing. Claims-making also can be a way to show others that you are a
nice person who cares. I also think about United Way campaigns in work
places. Where I work, this campaign every year is set up as a competition
between departments. People might give to this campaign not because
they particularly care about the organizations it will support but because
giving is a way to demonstrate pride in the work group.
So, when we ask why claims-makers take their time and energy to do
social problems work, we can look at their subjective values and their objec
tive interests as well as how claims-making is a social activity that allows
people to belong to a community while feeling good about themselves."
But now I'll say that it's not so easy to make such simple distinctions
about "why" we do things such as social problems claims-making: We
tend to value things that are (objectively speaking) good for us; we tend to
do things we more or less believe in; we might enter a social problems
game primarily because that's what our friends are doing but then start to
deeply care about the social problem condition; we might begin by caring
deeply about the problem but remain primarily because we have devel
oped social relationships with others in the group, and so on.l?
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Trying to separate interests and values often is a hopeless task. Indeed,
I'll go one step further and claim it's impossible to answer this question
about why claims-makers do social problems work. When we ask why
people become involved, we're asking about their motives. Motives are rea
sons for actions, and such reasons lie inside our heads. How would we
know sorneone's true motives? We could ask them, of course: "Why are
you doing this? " And they might offer us a reply: "Because we care." But
then couldn't we say, "No, you don't really care . You just want to make
your own life a bit easier," or "You don't really care, you're only doing this
because everyone else is." Who's right? We'll never know because we can't
ever know what's going on inside someone's head.
But now I will say (claim) that it's not a problem that we can't ever be
sure of the motives of people making claims. Within constructionist per
spectives, these aren 't problems because it doesn't matter. Within construc
tionist perspectives all that really matters is whether or not the claims are
believed by audiences. Do claims move others to do something about trou
blesome conditions? Questions about the motives of claims-makers matter
only if these motives become important to audiences. This primarily hap
pens when audiences discount claims because they believe claims-makers
are acting out of pure self-interest. To use the clearest example, it's fairly
easy to discount claims that "smoking isn 't harmful" when claims-makers
are a part of the tobacco industry. But even here, it doesn 't matter what the
claims-makers motives "really" are : what matters is what audiences believe
their motives are .
This takes me to our last question about claims-makers. Audiences jud ge
claims and audiences tend to be biased in how we make our evaluations.
Who makes the claims is important.

The Hierarchy of Credibility
The social problems game isn't fair because not all claims-makers are
equal in their perceived credibility. While skills and luck truly are a part of
the social problems game (and the topic of the next chapters), audiences for
social problems claims often are biased toward believing some claims
makers and toward disbelieving others. This is called the hierarchy of cred
ibility.
The hierarchy of credibility means that we can look at different cate
gories of claims-makers and predict how likely it is that others will take
their claims seriously. While in the next section we'll look at how audi
ences differ in their evaluations of claims-makers, here I'll make a general
point about social problems reaching the attention of the national media or
those that are the topic of national political debates. For these problems the
audience is the most general-the American public-and in these cases
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there's a tendency for claims made by some categories of people to be
taken seriously and for claims made by other categories of people to be
ignored or at least discounted.
Americans in general believe in research and science and we therefore
tend to believe claims made by scientists and others displaying lofty aca
demic credentials. Notice when you see or hear claims how often the
claims-maker is introduced with a title such as Doctor or Professor. The
title is important because who makes claims matters. Because we tend to
believe that scientists base their work on scientific criteria, it follows in the
reasoning of practical actors that claims made by these people are truthful;
such claims are believable.
So the American public in general tends to believe scientists as claims
makers. Is this faith misplaced? Sometimes. Scientists are people, too . Not
all are competent, the claims of others can be bought. But that's not the
interesting part of the story. The intriguing issue of relationships between
scientists and social problems claims-making relates to the inherent con
tradictory nature between this thing we call "science" and this thing we
call "social problems." In particular, when we think of science we think of
objectivity-how what scientists do has nothing to do with what scientists
as people believe in. But remember that social problems are about moral
evaluations. To say something is wrong is to take a moral stand. Issues of
moral evaluation always and necessarily lie behind any claims-be they
made on the basis of scientific research or not. Scientists make moral dis
tinctions when they decide what to measure, how they will measure it,
and where they will go to obtain their measurements. What this means is
that equally good scientists can come up with far different kinds of
research findings.'!
My point here is about the hierarchy of credibility: Large segments of
the American public (as well as the critical audience of social policymak
ers) tend to believe claims made by people who are scientists. While I am
not claiming that you should disbelieve claims made by scientists, what I
am saying is that we shouldn't forget when we're evaluating claims about
social problems that issues of morality underlie all claims-including
tho se made by scientists. This can be difficult to remember because most
often scientists aren't explicit about telling us why they decided to mea
sure one thing (and not another), why they gathered their data in one place
(and not another).
But, again, it doesn't matter whether audiences' faith in scientists is
misplaced or not. All that matters is that at the top of the hierarchy of cred
ibility are scientists and academics in general who enter the social prob
lems game with the distinct advantage that audiences tend to believe their
claims. It's like starting a game of Monopoly with more money than other
players.
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In going down the hierarchy of credibility a bit we find a range of pro
fessionals who often enter the social problems game with distinct advan
tages . "Urban planners," for example, are powerful claims-makers in
questions about development; physicians (who also carry the respected
title of Doctor) are powerful claims-makers in various questions of health,
and so on . But these are somewhat localized positions of power. The
power of specific types of professionals is not as global as that accorded to
scientists in general. Stated otherwise, scientists always are at the top of the
hierarchy of credibility; various other categories of professionals might be
at the top. The hierarchy of credibility in the middle can simply depend on
the specific case in point.
Finally, at the bottom of the hierarchy of credibility we again see gener
alized perceptions. Yet there's little to say about claims-making at the bot
tom because few observers care about claims made by people entering the
social problems game with the disadvantage that they tend to be not
believed.F The lack of attention to claims made by the least powerful
makes sense because, after all, what's important is who wins the game and
disadvantaged players often don't win. Our question-Why do some con
ditions fail as social problems?-sometimes has a simple answer: A condi
tion can fail to capture the imagination of the general public simply
because of who is making claims. I don't think I need to say much about
this because the story is predictable. The rules of the social problems game
are the rules for social life in general. The categories of people likely to be
socially ignored in general are the categories of people at the bottom of the
hierarchy of credibility in the social problems game.
Children aren't allowed to make their own claims. Social problems
involving children always are constructed by adults (typically profession
als and scientists) speaking on behalf of children. Poor people (especially
members of minority groups) likewise rarely make claims that are heard
by middle-class audiences. Poor people's claims are important only if they
are important to more powerful claims-makers (such as politicians, social
workers, or teachers). The claims made by women typically aren't heard.
These claims often are dismissed as "gossip" or "idle chatter" unless they
are made by powerful women (or their male supporters) in public life.
Who speaks for the average housewife? Indeed, consider the claims made
by regular folks in general. Their claims often are dismissed as "mere com
mon sense. " If we think of claims-making as pervasive in modern life then
we have to ask why we hear so few claims. Those we hear typically are
made by the kinds of people audiences are prone to believe, while claims
made by others simply aren't heard. Those at the bottom of the hierarchy
of credibility do make claims, but because these claims aren't heard, the
claims are silenced.
Claims-makers are one category of people involved in constructing
social problems. The second category is the audience, the people who hear
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claims and do the social problems work of deciding which claims are
believable.
AUDIENCES

Although most academic research on the social problem process looks at
the characteristics of people making claims, we shouldn't forget the
importance of audiences for these claims. Simply stated, a social problem is
created when audiences evaluate claims as believable. In the metaphor of
the social problems game: Who wins and who loses depends on how the
audiences vote; audiences are the judges and juries for social problems
claims.
Notice that I'm using a plural term, audiences, and this is important.
While often times we hear the phrase, "the" American public, this is mis
leading because there are many types of people hearing/seeing social prob
lems claims. I'm making claims now, so you are my audience. Different seg
ments of the public read different kinds of magazines (Ladies Home Journal,
People, Money), watch different kinds of television programs ("Men Behav
ing Badly," "The Brady Bunch"). Some people seek out social problems
claims by attending public lectures, others don't. We could go on but my
point is simple: The social problems game is won by convincing people that
a condition exists and that something needs to be done, but this doesn't
mean that the entire American public needs to be convinced. This is impor
tant because we live in a complex world where differing experiences likely
will lead to very different evaluations of claims. Consider a social problem
we might call "police brutality." One audience likely interested in this
social problem would be poor (especially minority) men, who often are the
targets of something that could be called "police brutality." Another audi
ence might be members of police oversight committees charged with the
responsibility of making sure the police do their job correctly. Obviously,
these are different audiences who might well find far different types of
claims to be convincing. The claims made by rap music, for example, might
be convincing to audiences of people experiencing "police brutality," but
the members of police review boards likely would not find the claims made
in such music particularly believable. Indeed, members of police review
boards might believe rap music itself is a social problem rather than a claim
about the problem of "police brutality."
The first characteristic of audiences for social problems claims is that
not all audiences are the same. Good claims-makers know this, and use it
to their advantage. When Bill Clinton took his presidential campaign to
MTV he talked only about those things likely to be important to people
who watch MTV.He tailored his remarks (as well as his clothing, speaking
style, and posture) to his image of the particular audience composed of the
categories of people likely to be watching MTV. While audiences are the
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jud ges and jur ies for deciding wh ich social problems claim s are success ful
(and wh ich will fail), we can' t assume all audiences are the same. Aud i
ences obvious ly d iffer in their personal experiences and therefore they di f
fer in how they morally jud ge the world.
Aud iences also d iffer in how likely it is that they can be convi nced;
aud iences di ffer in how mu ch they care. Claims about social problems are
all around us but how man y do we actua lly hear or see? We can' t ass ume
that a claim mad e is a claim heard; we can't assume that a claim heard is a
claim thou ght about or acted on. So, alth ou gh a bit later I'll make claim s
abo ut the impo rtance of the mass med ia in claims-making, we can' t
ass ume that the audie nces for these claim s are necessarily affected in any
particular way. Many peopl e do look at television shows where social prob
lems claim s are regul arl y mad e, but w e don 't always watch or attentive ly
listen. Television for man y people serves as a form of movin g wa llpa pe r;
it's some thing to gaze at while cooking d inner, thinking about some thing
else, or carrying on a conversation about the day's activities. Political
ob ser vers also regul arl y condemn the Ame rican public for failin g to read
newsp ap ers or to watch the nightly new s. Claims are mad e in these places,
then, but they might not be seen or heard. And, even for those of us who
do read a new spap er, we might spend most of our tim e with the spo rts,
food , horoscope, and comics rath er than on othe r sections containing
claim s about socia l problems. So, aud iences are not all the sa me becau se
they di ffer in the extent to which peopl e in them care. People who aren' t
pa ying attention can' t be convi nced . A pastor can preach but that d oesn 't
mean that any on e is listen ing.
Audie nces differ in their eva lua tions of morality, they d iffer in how
mu ch they care. Audie nces also differ in their po wer: Just as claims-m ak
ers can be ran ked in terms of their likely power to convi nce, not all audi
ences to social problems claims are equ ally im portant. The social problems
game is not like political elections, whe re we each have one vote and wh ere
each vote counts equally. The votes in the social problems ga me can be
weigh ted wi th some wo rth more than othe rs. Indeed, it' s possible to win
the soc ial problem s ga me with a very sma ll number of vo tes as long as
the y are from powerful segments of an audience. What is "powerful"
depends on the issue at hand . For example, if I believe that the social prob
lem of "ga ng-related crime in schools" can be reduced by making all stu
dents wear un iforms, I mu st convince schoo l board members becau se they
are the peo ple who can mak e a new rul e that students mu st wea r un i
forms. I don't need to conv ince students, their teachers, or their parent s. In
this ins tance, the audiences of parent s, students, and teach ers matt er onl y
if they start to ma ke claims that uni form s aren 't good and schoo l board
members find their claims more com pe lling than min e. So it goes with
social probl ems in ge neral. Con vincing man y people can yield a powerful
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claim ("Everyone agrees with me," "It's the public's wish to do this"), but
this often is not necessary to effect social change: Desegregation started in
the South because of federal laws; many Whites living in the South at that
time didn't agree. Convincing many people also can be not enough-the
majority of the American public was against the war in Viet Nam for sev
eral years before the war ended.
Although audiences do the social problems work of judging claims,
aud iences aren't all the same. Different kinds of audiences will see the
world in different ways, not all audiences can be convinced, not all audi
ences need to be convinced.
CLAIMS COMPETITION
To be successful, claims-makers must convince audiences that a social
problem is at hand and that something must be done about it. But two
types of competitions can make this goal difficult to obtain.P

Social Problem Claims and Daily Life
Audiences for social problems claims are not similar to audiences of
people attend ing a movie, concert, or hockey game. In those instances,
people in the audience most typically choose to attend and therefore have
shown an interest in the activity at hand. Much social problems claims
making, on the other hand, takes place in daily life, where audience mem
bers might-or might not-be attentive. Why might audiences be inatten
tive? While some observers argue that Americans have become too
inn er-focused and therefore simply don't care about harm experienced by
othe rs, there is another very practical reason why we're often inattentive
to social problems claims: Social problems compete with our activities of
daily life.
H you think about it, claims-makers are asking a great deal when they
ask us to define a condition as a social problem. They're asking us to take
a condition seriously, to worry about it, to give them our money or our
time. But how much time and money do we have to spend on social prob
lems? How much concern do we have to spend on these conditions that
often affect others but not us? Social problems compete with activities of
daily life (going to school and work, doing our laundry, fixing our cars),
they compete with our personal worries (about our own health, our 'own
relationships, our own futures). To spend time reading or listening to
social problems claims is to not spend time doing other things. In the ter
minology of a social construction approach, we have a limited carrying
capacity for social problems. We can only think about so many things at the
same time; we can only worry about so many things at the same time.
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Likewise, social problems claims compete with the rest of life in public
arenas, the important places where social problems claims are made. An
important public arena is the mass media (television, radio, magazines,
newspapers, movies) because it promises a large audience. Another impor
tant public arena is the court system, which has the power to make laws. Of
course, the arena of politics is important because that is where public pol
icy is made. Yet each of these arenas has a limited carrying capacity: News
papers and ma gazines contain only so many inch es of space; television and
radio are limited to twenty-four-hour da ys; courts can select onl y a small
number of cases; Congres s has onl y so much time for debate, and so on. In
all these sites, social problems compete with everything else. So, for exam
ple, although televi sion produces show s with social problems them es,
these compete with others-there are comedies, soap operas, and game
shows. Television news presents social problems claims but also contains
the sports, weather, and human interest stories. Newspapers are sites for
social problems claims, but they also print comics, sports, crossword puz
zles, and recipes. On an individual level and in public arenas, social prob
lems claims compete w ith all other aspects of life.
This competition sometimes can mean that claims are ignored simply
because of bad timing. The most obvi ous example is "Super Bowl Sunday"
every year. What audience is there for social problems claims made on that
day? Or, a few years ago when the United States engaged in the Persian
Gulf conflict, television, new spapers, and magazines all but suspended
attention to everything but that war. All other social problems simply dis
appeared. Likewise, sustained national attention to such people as O. J.
Simp son or Monica Lewinsky is at the expense of other social problems.
When people are thinking about one thing we're not thinking about
another; when the mass media or Congress attends to one thing, the y can't
attend to another. This is the problem of competition between social prob
lems and the rest of life.

Competitions among and within Social Problems
Social problems compete with all other asp ects of life, and the y also
compete among themselves. How many possible social problems are there
at an yone time for any given audience? Countless. How many of thes e can
be the subject of attention? A very limited number. Simply stated, the car 
ryin g capacity of practical actors or of specific public arenas is limited, so
social problems compete among themsel ves. When members of Congress
are spending their time on the problems of poverty, they aren't spending
their tim e on the problems of crime. When I give my money to help the
local humane society, that's money I don't give to the local food pantry.
Even if we de voted all of our time , attention, and psychic energy to the cat
egor y of social problems we couldn't resolve each and every problern.l!
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There's also competition within social problems. For example, what is
the problem of poverty? Claims-makers aren't united in their definitions.
Some claim that poverty is a problem of people who don't work hard
enough; others claim that poverty is a problem of an economic system that
discriminates against poor people. There are different ways to frame (cat
egorize) particular problems and these can compete with one another. This
is the topic of the next chapters.
Played within the ongoing social order, the game of constructing social
problems is complex. The goal is to con vince audiences that a social prob
lem is at hand and that something must be done. Audiences are not all the
same, and there is much competition. This brings us to the topic of the
characteristics of successful claims. How is it and why is it that only a very
small number of social problems become extremely successful and are the
topics of political debates and mass media attention, while others arise to
prominent interest only in particular localities or only among limited audi
ences? Why do the vast majority of conditions potentially called social
problems remain on the extreme margins of interest? What are the differ
ences between successful and unsuccessful claims? In the next three chap
ters we'll look at some of the characteristics by asking questions often
asked by audience members: Why is the sondition troublesome (Chapter
3)? What are the characteristics of the condition and who's involved as vic
tims and villains (Chapter 4)? What should be done (Chapter 5)? While
we'll do this one chapter at a time, it's important to remember that claims
about morality, conditions, people, and solutions form packages of claims;
successful packages are those that are convincing to audiences. But let's
start with social problems work of constructing the immorality of social
problem conditions.

NOTES
1. The term rhetoric is a good substitution for the term "claim." Although
rhetoric most often refers to words and while I will consider visual images and
behaviors as well as words, both rhetoric and claimsshare the characteristic that
they seek to persuade.
2. Adrienne Christiansen and Jeremy Hanson (1996) explore how the
comedic antics of ACT-UP members are meant to shockand encourage audiences
to change perspectives in order to support claims that more must be done to
resolve the social problem of AIDS.
3. Students of communicationmight recognizethis thinking/feeling distinc
tion as Aristotle's logos/pathos. While I won't develop this here, ethos (morality,)
logos(rationality),and pathos (feeling) are, in daily life, inextricably related. While
our Westernsociety tends to elevate the importance of logos and degrade pathos,
logos is not enough. According to Craig Waddell (1990), who interprets Aristotle,
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rational app eals tell us only about the obvious; rational appeals can lead to agree
ment but not conv iction; rational appeals can lead to conclusions that are morally
or emotionally unacceptable. See his examination of rationality and emotionality
in scientific policies surroun d ing the problems raised by DNA research.
4. According to Doyle McCarthy (1989), our current world is in "an age of
emotions." Becau se thinking is increasingly relativi zed (the problem of the frag
mentation of kno wledge), we are more and more tending to tru st our emotions.
Outside social constructionist persp ectives are man y questions about the lived
feelings of particular emotions . Inside constructionist perspectives are other qu es
tions about how claim s-makers attemp t to direct their audiences ' emotions. These
are claims telling audiences how they should feel. Claims such as "Only the hard
hearted could ignor e this problem" or "All Americans share the pain of the fami
lies of the Oklahoma bombing victims " are claim s encouraging aud ience members
to feel in particular ways.
5. On e of my goals in writing this book was to convince readers that we
resp ond to conditions as social problems because people hav e said and done
things to convince us that a morally troubling condition exists and that something
mu st be done. This lead s me to de -emphasize the importance of social movements,
or what I'm calling social change groups. See Ronald Troyer (1989) for the argu
ment that social problems can 't be understo od out side a social movement per
spec tive. See also Vicki Rose (1977), who argues that the social problem of "rape"
should be understood as a by-product of the feminist social mov ement.
6. The distin ction between primary and secondary claims-making is mor e
fully elaborated by Joel Best (1991). He argues we shouldn' t merely assume that
the mass medi a's role in con structing social problem s is limited to packaging and
transmitting claims made by oth ers. Using the empirical example of the 1987 "free
way shootings " problem in Los Angeles, he demonstrates how television workers
themselves creat ed the public perception of a social problem. See also Mark Fish 
man (1978) for an empirical example of ho w medi a can create social problems and
Ray Sure tte (1998) for an exploration of differences between media ima ges of
"crime" and the reality of "crime."
7. Social problem experts (scientists, acad emics, other professionals), are
increasingly important as our world becom es more complex and knowledge more
specialized . Frank Baumgartner and Bryan Jones offer several examples of ho w
major chan ges in public polic y surroun ding probl ems of divorce, drug use, and
mental illness hav e been the con sequences of "qu iet and often unnoticed changes
in professional norm s" (1994:56).
8. As a side note , I'll mention that not all Americans with disabilities want
Chr istopher Reeve as their spokes person. While we might appreciate his relentless
activities to "get better," not all Americans with disabilities can "get better" and
become nondisabl ed. There is concern among some people with disabilities that
aud iences of nondisabled people will believ e that d isabled peopl e should "get bet
ter " rath er than asking for chan ges in the social environmen t that would mak e it
easier to live with disability. Such disagreements among claims-makers are a top ic
for the next thr ee cha pters.
9. Observ ers of social change groups hav e empi rically examined the reasons
why people join these groups. Of particular interest recentl y has been the impor-
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tance of social networks: people who are active in social change groups recruit
their friends into thes e groups. See James Jasper and Jane Poulsen (1995) for a
review of such studies and for the argument that we also should not underestimate
the importance of "moral shocks" that can draw new recruits into active partici
pation . See David Snow and Robert Benford (1988) for the argument that social
change groups offer material, status, solidarity, and moral inducements to their
members.
10. For an extended example of the impossibility of separating subjective val
ues and objective interests, see Kristin Luker's (1984)examination of "pro-life" and
"pro-choice" abortion activists. According to her, women on each "side" of the
abortion debate tend to have both objective interests and subjective values com
patible with their views on the meaning of abortion. Pro-life women, for example,
tend to value motherhood; they tend to be women who have invested in their fam
ilies rather than in careers . Pro-choice women, on the other hand, tend to evaluate
motherhood as "one choice among many"; they tend to be women who have
invested considerable time and energy in careers outside their homes. According
to Luker, both subjective values and objective interests for these women can't be
separated.
11. For a good example of how equally prorvinent scientists can advance
wildly different views of the world, consider the debate about "date rape" between
Mary Koss and Sarah Cook (1993) on one side, and Neil Gilbert (1993)on the other.
Koss and Cook define "date rape" broadly to include instances where women were
into xicated before the sexual encounter. Their reasoning is that when women are
intoxicated it's not po ssible for them to say no. They also include instances women
reported that seem to meet the legal requirements of "rape," even though the vic
tim didn't label herself as a victim. Within this broad definition, Koss and Cook
argue that since their fourteenth birthdays, 27 percent of college women have been
victim s of rape, with over half of these being instances of "date rape." Gilbert, on
the other hand, uses a more traditional definition of rape. He doesn't include
instances wh ere women are intoxicated; he only includes instances in which the
woman categorizes herself as a victim. Within such a greatly narrowed definition,
of course, he finds far fewer cases of "rape." I'm arguing that such differences are a
cons equence of the moral reasoning of researchers that guides their conceptualiza
tion and measurement. In this case, what is "found" by scientific research depends
on how researchers define the moral boundaries of "rape."
12. Leslie Miller (1993)discusses "claims-making from the underside." Hers is
an exp licit critique of the common practice among social constructionists to focus
attention on examining claims made by politicians and social movement activ ists.
Miller argues that this leads us to ignoring unsuccessful claims, many of which are
made by marginalized categories of people.
13. I'll attend to this topic of competitions throughout this book. For an
overview of the complexity that competitions create, see Stephen Hilgartner and
Charles Bosk (1988). According to them, at the root of the inability of many poten
tial problems to gain attention-or at least to hold attention for long-is what they
call "carrying capacity." The number of potential social problems is endless but our
capacity as citizens and the capacity of public arenas (government, media) to
attend to these issu es is limited.
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14. The qu estion abo u t wh y so m e condit ion s-and not others-receiv e att en 
tion as social problems is becoming more important because comp etition is
incr easing. As ou r wo rld bec om es increa sin gly av aila ble to us through pro lifera t
ing ma ss medi a and the World Wide Web , com pe tition for ou r tim e, con cern, and
resources increases. In an ana lysis of fort y yea rs of "Gallu p Poll Most Imp ortant
Prob lem " qu est ions, Ma xwell McCombs and [ian -Hua Zhu (1995) fou nd evidence
of an increasing diversit y of pr ob lem s and an incre asi ng lack o f publ ic agreem ent
on wh at im port ant problem s are. Thi s, in turn, lead s to a fast er rate of issue
turnov er.
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